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UI/UX Design Samples



Brief  
Create a beautiful, functional mobile-first website that captures everything that the 

Park is about. And sell tickets, lots of tickets. 

The Process  
Research, Research, Research! Competitive Benchmarking, Affinity Diagraming, 

Wireframes, User testing, UI Design 

The Result  
“Finally, someone gets us.”

Tayto Park Website 
UX/UI Design



Affinity Diagram  
Capturing client requirements and honing in on the optimal user flow



Site Map (Slickplan) 
A constantly evolving document capturing structural and functional 

requirements as well as forming the basis for content gathering. 



Booking Process Wireframes 
Selection of low fidelity, interactive wireframes 

produced to test the ticket booking process



Homepage Designs Attractions Landing Page Sample Attraction Page



Brief  
Create a top-class web presence to represent Irish Cricket on the world stage. 

The Process  
Meticulous planning to incorporate the live feeds and statistics feeds into a seamless browsing 

experience. The process involved running client workshops prior to the competitive 

benchmarking, affinity diagramming, and wireframing stages. A large amount of attention was 

given to solving the navigational requirements of a site containing a huge amount of information 

that is to be accessed by an extremely cricket savvy, international audience. 

The Result  
Final design is currently in development.

Cricket Ireland Website 
UX/UI Design



Competitive Benchmarking Samples



Site Map (Slickplan) 
The sitemap included page-by-page notes & functionality requirements 

to ensure complete clarity for the India based development team.



Mobile Navigation



Homepage

Homepage - Matchday Take-over



Player Profile Template

Fixtures Feed



Brief  
Create a modern site that appeals to a broad 

sector of tech savvy users, as well as 

potential corporate clients. 

The Process  
With a tight turnaround and limited budget, 

the focus was kept on simplicity. The 

discovery stage was reduced to competitor 

reviews, stakeholder consultations and 

sitemap creation. 

The Result  
A delighted client… from the Project Manager 

to the Board. 

OneForma Site 
UI Design



Blog Landing Page

User Profile Template

Homepage (Mobile)



Brief 
A straight-forward project for a client operating in a conservative sector - the challenge was to 

exceed client expectations and produce a fit-for-purpose site. Creativity being the differentiator. 

The Result  
While still an ongoing project, the client is delighted with the design of the site.

DSBA 
UI Design . Project Management

Homepage (initial viewport fill) Homepage (Council Module)



News Article Page

Product Purchase Page



CLIENT LIST



THANK YOU!
barry@macevilly.com


